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Chill Colostrum Before Refrigerating 

 

Research has shown that household refrigerators are ineffective 

for chilling colostrum. It is no surprise that large quantities of 

colostrum (for example, five gallons) take a long time to chill. 

Even when put into a refrigerator right after collection, five 

gallons of 90º colostrum took about 24 hours to cool down to 

40º. What is surprising is that a single gallon of colostrum in 

two nursing bottles took over 10 hours to cool down to 40º. 

Both of these cooling rates leave plenty of time for coliform 

bacteria to multiply and badly contaminate colostrum.  

  

A workable strategy is to chill colostrum to 60º before it goes 

into the refrigerator. One method is to:  First, bottle colostrum; 

second, sit bottles into a water ice bath for 30 minutes; then, 

refrigerate. Another method is to:  First, keep clean gallon jugs 

of ice in a freezer; second, place a jug of ice into a five-gallon 

pail of warm colostrum; third, cover the five-gallon pal and put 

into refrigerator. 
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Is It Time To Defrost? 

 

Hard-working refrigerators generate lots of 

frost in summertime conditions. In a recent 

survey of dairy farm refrigerators, only 27% 

maintained a temperature between 35º and 45º 

during more than 95% of the 48-hour test 

period. One out of four units maintained that 

temperature for less than 5% of the test 

period. Do you keep a thermometer in your unit 

to check on this? 

 

Here are a few tips to keep them both efficient and cold enough to 

keep vaccines and colostrum at ideal storage temperatures: 

 

 Manual-defrost units need to be defrosted regularly. You 

start using extra electricity as soon as frost buildup exceeds 

¼ inch on coils and, iced-up coils cannot maintain 40º 

temperatures when challenged by hot external conditions. 

 Auto-defrost models need to have drains that work. Many 

units have an evaporator pan you can check. If the drain is 

working properly the pan should be wet when the unit shuts 

off.  Because auto-defrost models vary widely in design you 

have to check the manual that accompanied the unit (if you can  

find it) for proper maintenance practices. 

 All refrigerators have refrigerant-cooling coils usually 

located either on the back or underneath the unit.   Dirty coils 

mean higher electricity use. And, dirty coils may prevent the 

unit from reaching the thermostat setting even if the 

refrigerator condenser operates continuously.  

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
bioPRYN is a blood pregnancy test that can 

detect pregnancies as early as 28 days post 
breeding.  Ask us how. 
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